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Welcome to the 2021-2022 Ignite volleyball season!  We have put together a very knowledgeable and
experienced coaching staff, that has many years in the club, high school, and college areas. Please
check out their staff bios on the Ignite website. We feel fortunate that our coaching staff not only has
extensive experience and knowledge, but they are also great mentors for our girls and committed to the
Ignite family. We look forward to seeing our families out supporting our teams as much as possible. The
success of our program comes from the positive involvement of our coaches, players and their families.
We are very fortunate to have had wonderful parental support and are excited to continue that tradition
within our program. We would like to thank you in advance for your support and commitment to Ignite
VBC. With everyone working together we can all achieve our goals and make this season a positive
experience for all. Please feel free to contact either one of us with any questions. We look forward to a
great season!!

Sincerely,
Theresa

PHILOSOPHY
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Ignite is devoted to giving our athletes a positive experience in individual skill building, team
dynamics and strategy, and the tools to bring them to the next level of play. By incorporating the
key elements of mastery, our athletes will discover the true value of success. We want our
athletes to be winners on and off the court. Our success is not measured by our wins alone; but
in the athlete reaching his or her very best through our program. Learning and mastery of skills
and team strategy is the heart of a successful volleyball program; and we believe it is essential
to learn and grow in a positive and creative environment. Ignite does not endorse or implement
negative reinforcement. Instead, we use positive teaching and motivation strategies to develop
our athletes into success-minded individuals who know the benefits of working and
communicating together on a team. Our coaches are professional, proficient, and committed to
give all athletes the opportunity to achieve their highest potential.

TEAM STRUCTURE
In accordance with USAV guidelines, your daughter’s birthdate; not grade, will determine the
level she plays at. An age waiver may be obtained under special circumstances.

The Ignite staff will select teams. The ideal number of athletes per team is 9-12. There are many
complex considerations the coaching staff must incorporate into creating our teams. Ignite will
not discuss why or how teams are selected, and will be at the discretion of our experienced
staff. It is possible that a player may move from one team to the other through the course of the
season for special circumstances; however, for the sake of the athletes and teams, this is
limited as much as possible. Rosters for each team will be posted on our team pages on the
Ignite website, www.ignitevbc.com.

MEMBERSHIP
Ignite VBC is a member of USAV. All members of Ignite- coaches, staff, athletes; must have a
current USAV membership to participate. Information on registering can be found on our
website, https://www.ignitevbc.com/2019-_2020_tryout_information.

In accordance with USAV, all coaches are at a minimum IMPACT certified, Safesport trained,
and have gone through a rigorous background screening.

Any athlete who will turn 18 during the season must complete a Safesport training module
before their 18th birthday. If this module is not completed, the athlete will be ineligible starting on
the day she turns 18. This information will be available through the athlete’s USAV Webpoint
membership account.

Ignite also participates in AAU/JVA events. Each parent and athlete must complete an AAU/JVA
waiver prior to the start of competitive play.

PRACTICES
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Practices begin for all levels on November 13. All practices are from 8:30- 10pm at Oak Park
and River Forest High School. Each team will typically practice twice a week. Our complete
practice schedule can be found on our website,
https://www.ignitevbc.com/practice_dates_and_times Team practice dates will be posted as
soon as teams are assembled.

We practice Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays from November through April, and
Tuesdays and Wednesdays in May. We follow the district 200 schedule for days off. Athletes
may enter the gym doors off Scoville prior to 8:30 pm. After 8:30 pm, all entry must be through
the main entrance off Scoville. Athletes will exit the main entrance at 10pm. For safety
purposes, athletes and coaches must not open exterior doors for anyone after 8:30pm.

We incorporate a jump and speed training program in our dynamic warmups each practice.

Ignite promotes using a growth mindset with our athletes to help them be the best they can be.
We incorporate a common practice plan for each team in the program based on age and
development. We train our athletes with the same skills and drills to ensure we all train at the
highest level possible regardless of the team your child is placed on.

Athletes are expected to be on time to practices. Ignite VBC requires a parent or athlete to
communicate with the coach if she will be late or miss a scheduled practice a minimum of 24
hours prior to that session, if possible. If a parent or athlete does not communicate a reason for
an absence prior to the practice, this absence will be considered unexcused, and may affect
play time. A player’s absence has a negative effect not just on the athlete individually, but on the
entire team as a whole. Lack of practice attendance may affect playing time at tournaments and
missed training time may affect the well-being of the team and the individual’s own skills
advancement.

All athletes should wear the appropriate color t shirt for their team to every practice. The 1st
practice will be BLACK, second will be BLUE, and the third will be PINK. Athletes should only
wear tshirts- no tank tops or muscle shirts. Athletic shorts or spandex should be worn, along
with knee pads and volleyball shoes. No jewelry or other club volleyball apparel should be worn
during practices or tournaments.

Coaches may enforce other team rules for practice and tournaments that players are expected
to follow.

In the case of inclement weather, Ignite administration and/or coaches will update our website
and email parents to notify of any changes and/or cancellations.

MULTI-SPORT ATHLETES
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Many players in the club are multi-sport athletes who compete in two or more sports at one time.
We believe that being a well-rounded athlete is vital to your development. However, any athlete
that chooses to play in a school or other club sport during our club season must sit down with
their coaches to determine the following factors:
❏ Identify which sports and when there will be a conflict
❏ Consider the time commitment required to be successful in each activity
❏ Compare schedules and determine the number of practices and tournaments they will

miss, need to leave early for, or be late to
❏ Consider the physical and mental strain they might endure

SPIRIT WEAR
It is the responsibility of parents to order the selected spirit wear for their child when our BSN
team shop is open. Ignite will send out order instructions prior to the online window, and the
information will also be on our website. https://www.ignitevbc.com/home

The price range for the Ignite spirit wear will be between $75-$300.  Returning athletes do not
need to purchase as many items, but new athletes must purchase our full package. Each
athlete must have:
❏ 2 long sleeve jerseys
❏ 1 tshirt jersey (everyone MUST order)
❏ Ignite VBC warmup jacket and pants
❏ Ignite practice t shirt
❏ Ignite VBC sports bag
❏ Volleyball (must be ordered through our team shop)

Failure to order during our team shop window will result in a higher cost, and longer wait.
Athletes are expected to have their volleyball with them for every practice and tournament. If an
athlete loses their ball, they may borrow an Ignite ball at a price.

Athletes should wear their Ignite issued spirit wear to all tournaments, as well as:
❏ Plain black spandex
❏ Black socks
❏ Black knee pads
❏ Volleyball shoes

TOURNAMENTS
Each team will have 11 tournament dates spread out from December through May. All 11 will be
within an hour of the Chicagoland area/suburbs. League dates are typically half days
(morning/early afternoon or afternoon/evening). Other tournament dates may be half or whole
days.

Tournament dates will be on our website under teams by the second week of December.
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Tournament times and specific locations will be emailed out to parents the week of the
tournament date, or as soon as it becomes available to us.

Your daughter should bring all 3 jerseys to every tournament. The team MUST wear the same
jersey, and if someone were to get blood on their jersey and the rest of the team doesn't have
another jersey with them, your daughter wouldn't be able to play. She should also wear her
Ignite warm-ups, or other Ignite sweatshirt to the tournament. If your daughter has another club,
school, or team sweatshirt on, she will be asked to remove it; this is why we have our warm-ups
and sweats. She should also use her Ignite bag-- the team can put their bags together, and
they're easier to find if they have our club name on them.

If your daughter cannot make all or part of a tournament, please let your daughter's coach know
immediately-- the dates are on our website, so as soon as you know there might be a conflict,
let the coach know so that he/she can make adjustments in practice to accommodate this. Once
the actual schedule comes out, if you find there is a conflict, please let the coach know
immediately, so he/she can make adjustments in practice. If an emergency comes up during the
tournament (IE- sickness, family emergency) please let the coach know so he/she can
accommodate the rest of the team.

At tournaments, there is NO outside food or drink allowed at all in the facility, for athletes or
families watching. This is a rule for our region, and the team will be fined money, or points can
be taken away at the start of their next match. This includes coffee, and any perishable sports
drinks not bought at the tournament. Parents and athletes may bring reusable water bottles, but
not reusable coffee mugs.

During the tournament, the girls should remain with their team. Getting to know each other, and
spending time together is very important for the girls to bond, and to be comfortable playing with
each other. When the team is reffing, and your daughter does not have a reffing responsibility,
she is free to visit with her family. The coach will also dedicate about half the time of their off
period for the girls to be with their families. Unless there is a scheduling conflict that the coach is
aware of, the girls may NOT leave the tournament for any reason until they are released by their
coach.

During the tournament, only those listed on the team's roster and tournament staff (refs,
tournament personnel, coaches, players, staff) are allowed in the playing area; this is to protect
your daughters from suspicious persons, and for safety. (we don't want anyone to get hurt)
Spectators are not allowed to approach refs, teams, coaches, or players during a match
(whether they are playing or reffing)

Parents are responsible for arranging transportation for their child.
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OFFICIATING
Reffing is an essential part of club volleyball. The team has a responsibility to ref for other
teams, and the girls have a responsibility to their team to help out when it comes to reffing. It is
our policy that no matter when the team is slated to ref, that all the girls are there to help, even if
they don't have a responsibility. This is especially important when the reffing falls on the first or
last match of the day. If a team does not fulfill their reffing responsibility, the team can be
penalized by fines, or forfeiture of previous or future matches in that tournament. It is
unacceptable for your daughter to leave during a reffing responsibility, unless it was cleared by
her coach earlier in the week. If your daughter needs to leave early (and it falls on reffing)
unless it is an emergency, she will be penalized with play time. We simply cannot have multiple
girls leaving during reffing, and leaving it to the rest of the team; it is unfair, and not conducive to
a positive, stable team environment.

PLAY TIME
Play time is not equal. Individual playtime will be determined by your daughter's coach, and it
will be determined through the following: attendance in practice and tournaments, attitude,
willingness to learn, skill, effectiveness on the court and in practice, position (if there is only 1
setter that day, she will probably play more than other girls on the team), knowledge of the
responsibilities of her position, rotations and positioning, coach-ability, and progress. If your
daughter is not satisfied with her play time, please follow our protocol outlined in our play time
policy. Per our club policy, please do not EVER approach a coach during a tournament or
practice. We will not engage in communication regarding playtime, only ways in which an athlete
can improve.

PLAY TIME POLICY
Ignite gives equal opportunities at practice to learn, improve, and participate based on age and
position. Play time in competition, is solely at the discretion of the coach.

If your daughter is unhappy with her play time, here are the steps that MUST be followed:

1. Athlete sets up a time before or after practice to meet with her coaches to ask what she can
do to improve to try to earn more opportunities on the court. (parents are not present)

❏ At least 4 team practices and 1 tournament must pass before going to step #2. (It takes
time to improve!)

2. Athlete sets up a time before or after practice to meet with her coaches and a Director to ask
what she can do to improve to try to earn more opportunities on the court. A tracking system will
be set up (parents are not present)
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❏ At least 4 team practices and 1 tournament must pass before going to step #3. (It takes
time to improve!)

3. Athlete meets with coaches, Director, and parent to help to create a program for her to
improve at a faster pace, if possible.

ALL steps must be followed in this process. The goal of this process is to track improvement;
NOT playtime. The better an athlete gets, the more opportunities she has in practice to try to
earn more opportunities in matches.

We will not engage in communication aimed at playtime. If steps #1 and #2 are followed, we will
set up a meeting. We will still not engage in communication aimed at playtime. Instead, we will
try to find ways for your daughter to improve and earn more opportunities. It is important to
remember that each child learns differently and at her own pace; we do everything we can to
accommodate each athlete in this way. We strongly encourage our parents to celebrate growth,
behavior, and performance of the team and it's members, and stay away from putting
unnecessary pressure and stress on the team and it's members.

GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES
Competitive team athletics, by its very nature, creates an environment where athletes, parents
and/or coaches may not be in agreement with all decisions made. Knowing when and how to
communicate with the coach or Club Director is a concern for almost every parent at some time
during the season. Parents are encouraged to communicate with the Club Director only after
exhausting all the resources to resolve the problem. Coaches are not required to defend his/her
thought process or conclusions at any time during the season. Coaches are instructed not to
engage in controversial discussions during tournaments or practices. If a coach is approached
during a tournament or practice, he/she has been instructed to: politely decline to discuss any
controversial matters or to refer the parent to a Club Director.

Parents and athletes are to adhere to the following grievance process:

1. The athlete meets with the coach to discuss the matter. If the matter is not resolved or the
athlete has a reasonable concern about speaking to the coach, please proceed to step two.

2. The parent and athlete meets with the Club Director and coach and to discuss the matter. If
the matter is not resolved or the parent has reasonable concern about speaking to the coach,
please proceed to step three.

3. The parent and athlete meets with the Club Director.
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4. If the above protocol does not resolve your grievance, and the parent and athlete cannot live
with the grievance, then the athlete will be asked to leave the club.

Ignite VBC strongly promotes fairness and believes in open communication. All issues and
concerns are immediately addressed with the athlete's well-being in mind. Ignite is dedicated to
keeping an open line of communication between all involved. We want the players/parents to
feel comfortable with our staff. We are here to make this season enjoyable as well as a great
learning and growing experience for your athlete.

GOAL SETTING
Each athlete will complete a set of goals, as well as a “how to coach me” questionnaire. The
coach will work with each athlete to meet her goals throughout the season. The coach will meet
with each athlete a minimum of two times during the season to revisit and reset goals, during an
appropriate time either during practice or tournament in an open area. Please ask your daughter
what her goals are and how she is working to attain them!

RISK OF INJURY
It is the responsibility of parents to ensure that their athlete is covered by medical insurance.

Volleyball is like any other sport - the risk of accidental injuries is inherent in the nature of these
activities. These risks include, but are not limited to, the potential for injury, accidents or illness
while traveling to and from competition sites, injuries or accidents while participating in various
program activities, and injuries incurred while playing volleyball.

If an athlete is injured during practice or competitive tournament play during Ignite, the coach
will do everything in their power to maintain the wellness of the athlete. If an athlete needs to
come out of competitive play due to injury, the following will be observed:
❏ The coach must get written or verbal communication from parents that the athlete is

allowed to play
❏ The coach must get communication from athletic trainer on site that the athlete is

allowed to return to play
❏ If the athlete is not mobile or needs immediate attention, the coach or athlete will contact

parents and/or 911

If an athlete leaves practice or competitive play due to a head injury, the athlete must present
written documentation from a doctor that she is allowed to return to play.

If an athlete is under a doctor’s care for an injury or condition that could affect her participation
in the sport of volleyball, Ignite VBC must have written documentation from the athlete’s
healthcare provider with any/all restrictions; as well as documentation from the provider when
they are cleared for full participation.
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Every parent/athlete must complete a liability waiver and USAV medical release form before the
athlete is allowed to participate.

ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION
Ignite VBC recognizes the prevalence of electronic communication and social media in today’s
world. Many of our student-athletes use these means as their primary method of
communication. While the Ignite VBC acknowledges the value of these methods of
communication, we also realize that there are associated risks that must be considered when
adults use these methods to communicate with minors.

Tournament information, team information, and other communications will go mostly through
club director and parents via email and SportsEngine. Coaches may also email information out
to parents. Additional information may be found on our website, Facebook, or Instagram.

All communications between a coach or other adult and an athlete must be professional in
nature and for the purpose of communicating information about team activities. Any and all
communication between a coach and athlete must also have another Ignite staff member
included in the communication. Any communication between coach/staff and athlete must be
transparent, accessible, and professional. The content and intent of all electronic
communications must adhere to the USA Volleyball Code of Conduct regarding Athlete
Protection.

The parents or guardians of an athlete may request in writing that their child not be contacted by
coaches through any form of electronic communications. Immediate compliance without
repercussions will be granted.

FACEBOOK, INSTAGRAM, WEBSITE, AND OTHER SIMILAR SOCIAL MEDIA
❏ Coaches and athletes are not permitted to “private message” each other through

Facebook. Coaches and athletes are not permitted to “instant message” each other
through Facebook chat or other IM methods.

❏ Players and coaches should not “friend” each other on Facebook.
❏ The club has an official Facebook page that athletes and their parents can “like” for more

information and updates on team-related matters.
❏ By agreeing to the terms of this handbook, the parent and athlete acknowledge that the

athlete’s name and picture may be used for Ignite and celebratory purposes on the Ignite
website, Ignite social media accounts, emails, and flyers.

MISCONDUCT: Social media and electronic communications cannot be used to commit
misconduct (e.g. emotional, sexual, bullying, harassment and hazing). Such communications by
coaches, staff, volunteers, administrators, officials, parents or athletes will not be tolerated and
are considered violations of our SafeSport Handbook. This could lead to immediate club
expulsion or termination.
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VIOLATIONS: Violation of the Ignite VBC Social Media and Electronic Communications Policy
should be reported to your coach and/or Club Director or the Regional SafeSport Contact for
evaluation. Complaints and allegations will be addressed following the appropriate procedure.

A USAV participant or parent of a participant who violates this policy is subject to appropriate
disciplinary action, including but not limited to: suspension, permanent suspension and/or
referral to law enforcement authorities.

TRAVEL TOURNAMENT
Each team is given the opportunity to participate in an out of town tournament. A minimum of 8
athletes from the team must agree in writing to attend by the designated date (tba) for the team
to participate. All team and Club rules apply for this event.

The cost to attend this tournament is $250/athlete. Parents are responsible for their child at the
event. Parents must arrange transportation, lodging, and food for their child. If an athlete is not
staying with a parent or guardian, Ignite VBC must receive written documentation designated
who will be responsible for the athlete during this event.

RECRUITMENT
Many former Ignite athletes have gone on to play in college. We are proud of our successful
tradition of life-long volleyball athletes! Athletes who are interested in playing in college are
encouraged to schedule a meeting with Theresa, who will be available in person or virtually to
help athletes realize this goal.

Ignite VBC will work with athletes serious about playing in college throughout the season. If your
daughter is interested, please email us.

MENTAL TRAINING
Ignite will offer several Mental Training sessions throughout the year. This will take place during
practice.

Athletes who use mental  training often report rapid improvements, not only in performance but
in general mental attitude and the ability to respond more easily to changing situations. We will
use various resources to assist the athletes reach a higher level of achievement, confidence,
and mental ability.

PARENTS CODE OF CONDUCT
The influence, both good and bad, that a parent can have on their child’s introduction to or
continuation in sports is often misunderstood or underestimated. Your valuable contribution to
your athlete is appreciated by Ignite VBC.

❏ Make only positive encouraging comments to or about players on BOTH teams.
❏ Remember that making mistakes is part of the learning process – don’t criticize.
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❏ Show respect for the officials, coaching staff, parents, and players.
❏ Control your emotions.
❏ Get interested in your child’s sport.  Ignorance is not bliss for those around you.  Learn

the rules of the game.
❏ Don’t coach from the sidelines-don’t coach at all.  Simply reiterate what you may have

heard your child’s coach say at practice.
❏ Get your child to games and practices on time.
❏ Don’t allow your child to talk negatively about a teammate, a coach or an official – stick

with the facts, not the emotion.
❏ Don’t proliferate your child’s negative behavior when they are discouraged. Help them

realize the positive.
❏ Follow proper chain of command for concerns
❏ Adhere to all Ignite policies and procedures
❏ If you are aware of any other parent disregarding Ignite VBC policy, it is your duty to

report to the club director what you heard/saw
❏ Parents shall not be disruptive to the team in any manner while playing, practicing,

traveling, or just hanging out together. Parents who are found to be disruptive or creating
any problems among the team will have their daughter removed from activity that day

❏ Do not yell at, or approach the officials, lines persons, or scorekeepers at a tournament.
Even if they are wrong or have made a mistake! If a problem or a score discrepancy
occurs, let the coach deal with the problem. Yelling at a referee will not get them to
change their mind about a call and it may prejudice the official against your daughter’s
team. Verbally abusing, yelling at, or complaining about an official, linesman or
scorekeeper may result in your ejection from the tournament site. In an extreme case it
may result in your daughter’s team forfeiting their match.

❏ Do not publicly criticize any (current or former) members, parents or coaches of your
daughter's club or team. Criticism is contagious and usually hurtful. The damage you do
may be irreversible, and hurts the athletes more than anything

❏ Commit all your thoughts, energy and time to helping your daughter, her teammates and
their coach make her team the best volleyball team they can become

❏ Respect the rules. This is one of the most important attitudes players need to learn. If
you don’t agree with officials or your coach, keep it to yourself. Honor the rules of the
game and your coach’s decisions

❏ Failure to follow these expectations or Ignite policy can be grounds for an athlete’s
removal from the program with no refund

ATHLETE CODE OF CONDUCT
Respect Yourself and Others
❏ Treat all coaches, other players, opponents, and adults (parents, coaches, officials, etc.)

with respect and address them in a proper manner.
❏ A positive, upbeat attitude is contagious – spread it around.
❏ Keep the practice and tournament facilities clean and orderly. Ignite VBC is a guest in

practice and tournament facilities. All players must assist in any necessary clean up.
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❏ Display personal, team and club pride at all times. Be courteous to officials, opponents,
and coaches. Perform with real effort, winning or losing. Actively, assist with non-game
assignments, including up/down officiating and scoring. You work hard to be a good
volleyball team - be proud of your accomplishments and your team.

❏ All Ignite teams are members of Ignite VBC. If other Ignite teams are competing near
you – cheer for them and support them like they are a team in your club - because they
are.

Take Care of Your Athletic Equipment (your athletic equipment is your body, your mind, your
heart and your attitude.)
❏ Athletes must report any and all injuries to their coaches. This is imperative to the

athlete’s safety and proper growth and development. Withholding information about
injuries will cost an athlete play time.

❏ Athletes must have and wear proper gym apparel to practices and tournaments.
Athletes will be responsible for their own kneepads, shoes, and other necessary items.

❏ No jewelry of any kind is allowed during practices or tournaments.
❏ Gym bags and other personal belongings should be neatly placed in the location

designated by the coach at both practices and tournaments.
❏ Athletes are responsible for their possessions. Ignite VBC is not responsible for lost or

stolen items at practices, tournaments, or club events. You will have a gym bag, keep
your stuff in it, and keep the bag closed.

Be Coachable.
❏ Arrive at practice early and ready to work hard, make technical changes, learn new

skills, and display a positive attitude toward practices, teammates and coaches. Do what
your coach tells you to do, and do it how and when he tells you to. Volleyball is a growth
sport – skills and techniques that served you well last year may need to be changed or
improved in order for you to grow and improve this year.

❏ Being on a team can be stressful at times. Pressure and anxiety may be intense at
tournaments. Personal issues (teen drama) will not be tolerated during practices or
tournaments. It is an unwanted and unnecessary distraction. Attend all events focused
on volleyball and on our team. Make volleyball your refuge from your day to day life.

❏ Coaches may hold team meetings after matches or tournaments. Attendance at these
meetings is mandatory. No athlete will leave practice, tournaments or other team events
until released by their coach.

Your Coach is part of “your team”.
❏ Practice and play “with” your coach and not “for” your coach.
❏ Part of growing up as an athlete is learning how to talk to and deal with a coach. All of

our coaches will happily take the time to explain to any player why they do and say the
things they are doing and saying. You may not like your coach’s answer, but they will
honestly answer your questions.

❏ If you have concerns about your position or play time you should schedule an
appointment and directly address your concerns with your coach. The middle of practice
or on a tournament day is not an appropriate time for this conversation.
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❏ Never leave a practice confused, angry or unhappy with things your coach has said or
the way he is coaching you or your team – talk to your coach.

There is a “Zero Tolerance” policy with respect to the following rules:
❏ Athletes must not use or possess unlawful drugs, tobacco or alcohol
❏ Athletes must not participate in any criminal activity
❏ Athletes or Parents must not engage in any physical or verbal hostile or aggressive

confrontations
❏ Athletes must not participate in hazing or bullying
❏ Any player who engages in any such misconduct will be immediately dismissed from her

team, no refund will be given, and proper authorities will be contacted.

FINANCIALS
Club fees go towards paying gym and facility rental, coaching
stipends, training, equipment costs, tournament registration fees, insurance, and
coach’s tournament travel costs.

In order for Ignite VBC to execute its annual plan, we must adhere to our budget. If a
family decides to voluntarily withdrawal from the club for personal reasons or is removed for
violation of USAV and/or Ignite VBC rules after the first practice, they will be
responsible for the balance of their dues. Once you sign your player contract and pay your down
payment, you are committed to the season with Ignite VBC. Should you withdraw before
the season is over; you will not be entitled to any refunds of money already paid.
Failure to complete the payment schedule as agreed upon by the player contract can render the
athlete ineligible to compete with Ignite VBC until the balance is paid in full. It should
also be noted that it is Ignite VBC policy that players who are not in good standing with their
previous clubs will not be allowed to participate in subsequent seasons for any club until they
are in good standing.
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Please Sign and return this portion to Ignite VBC

Athlete’s Agreement

I _____________________________, have read, understand, and agree to the policies,
procedures and obligations set forth in the Ignite Volleyball Club Handbook. As evidence by my
signature, I certify that I have read and understand all of the foregoing and consent to abide by
the rules as set forth herein.

Participant’s Signature:____________________________________ Date:__________

Parent’s Agreement & Consent

I _____________________________, have read, understand, and agree to the policies,
procedures and obligations set forth in the Ignite Volleyball Club Handbook. I understand the
severity of breaking a rule. If I violate or challenge a rule, I realize that I face possible dismissal
from Ignite VBC. I understand that it is the decision of the coach and club director to assign the
consequence that he/she feels necessary to fit each individual circumstance. In addition, I
certify that as Parent or/Guardian of this athlete, I have explained to my daughter the
aforementioned stipulated conditions and their ramifications, and I consent to his/her
participation in the programs conducted under USAV, JVA, AAU and Ignite VBC of which she is
a member. I agree to pay the fees set forth by Ignite VBC, allowing my child to participate in the
program. I understand that any refunds or fee adjustments are offered at the complete discretion
of the club and will be decided upon by the club director on a case-by-case basis.

Parent/Guardian Name:____________________________________

Relationship to Athlete: _________________

Parent/Guardian Signature: ____________________________________

Date: _________________
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